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Background: Pedagogical agents are computerized talking heads or embodied animated ava-
tars that help students learn by performing actions and holding conversations with the stu-
dents in natural language. Dialogues occur between a tutor agent and the student in the case 
of AutoTutor and other intelligent tutoring systems with natural-language conversation. The 
agents are adaptive to the students’ actions, verbal contributions, and, in some systems, their 
emotions (such as boredom, confusion, and frustration).

Focus of Study: This paper explores several designs of trialogues (two agents interacting with 
a human student) that have been productively implemented for particular students, subject 
matters, and depths of learning. The two agents take on different roles, but often serve as 
peers and tutors. There are different trialogue designs that address different pedagogical goals 
for different classes of students. For example, students can (a) observe vicariously two agents 
interacting, (b) converse with a tutor agent while a peer agent periodically chimes in, or (c) 
teach a peer agent while a tutor rescues a problematic interaction. In addition, agents can ar-
gue with each other over issues and ask what the human student thinks about the argument.

Research Design: Trialogues have been developed for systematic experimental investigations 
in several studies that measure student impressions, learning gains from pretest to post-test on 
objective tests, and both cognitive and affective states during learning. The studies compare 
conditions with different pedagogical principles underlying the trialogues in order to assess 
the impact of these principles on student impressions, learning, emotions, and other psycho-
logical measures. Discourse analyses are performed on the language and actions in the log 
files in order to assess their impacts on psychological measures.
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Recommendations: Tests of these agent-based systems have shown improvements in learn-
ing gains and systematic influences on student emotions. In the future, researchers need to 
conduct more research to empirically evaluate the psychological impact of different trialogue 
designs on psychological measures. These trialogue designs range from scripted interactions 
between agents being observed by the student, to the student helping a fellow peer agent, to the 
student resolving an argument between two agents. The central question is whether the learn-
ing experiences and outcomes show improvement over typical human-computer dialogues 
(i.e., one human and one tutor agent) and conventional pedagogical interventions.

Pedagogical agents are computerized talking heads or embodied animat-
ed avatars that generate speech, actions, facial expressions, and gestures. 
The agents relevant to this article are adaptive to the actions, language, 
and sometimes the emotions of the student, as opposed to providing rigid, 
choreographed displays of spoken language and action. Adaptive peda-
gogical agents have been developed to serve as substitutes for humans who 
range in expertise from peers to subject-matter experts with pedagogical 
strategies. Agents can guide the student on what to do next, deliver didac-
tic instruction, hold collaborative conversations, and model ideal behav-
ior, strategies, reflections, and social interactions.

Pedagogical agents have become increasingly popular in contempo-
rary adaptive learning environments. Examples of adaptive pedagogical 
agents that have successfully improved student learning are AutoTutor 
(Graesser et al., 2004, 2012; Nye, Graesser, & Hu, 2014), DeepTutor 
(Rus, D’Mello, Graesser, & Hu, 2013), GuruTutor (Olney et al., 2012), 
Betty’s Brain (Biswas, Jeong, Kinnebrew, Sulcer, & Roscoe, 2010), Tactical 
Language and Culture System (Johnson & Valente, 2008), Coach Mike 
(Lane, Noren, Auerbach, Birth, & Swartout, 2011), iDRIVE (Gholson et 
al., 2009), iSTART (Jackson & McNamara, 2013; McNamara, O’Reilly, 
Best, & Ozuru, 2006), Crystal Island (Rowe, Shores, Mott, & Lester, 2010), 
Operation ARA (Halpern et al., 2012; Millis et al., 2011), and My Science 
Tutor (Ward et al., 2013). These systems have covered topics in STEM 
(physics, biology, computer literacy), reading comprehension, scientific 
reasoning, and other domains and skills. At this point in the science, re-
searchers are investigating the conditions in which particular designs of 
pedagogical agents significantly improve learning and/or motivation for 
particular categories of students on particular subject matters and skills.

The most common design of agent interaction consists of a dialogue, in 
which the human student interacts with only one agent. The agent can be 
either a peer (approximately the same level of proficiency as the human), 
a student agent with lower proficiency (so that the learner can teach the 
agent), or an expert tutor agent. AutoTutor is a pedagogical agent that 
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simulates the dialogue moves of human tutors in addition to ideal ped-
agogical strategies (Graesser et al., 2004, 2012; Graesser, Jeon, & Dufty, 
2008; Nye et al., 2014). Simulating a tutor is a sensible first design for 
agents because human tutoring is known to be a very effective method for 
improving student learning and motivation. Meta-analyses that compare 
tutoring to classroom teaching and other suitable comparison conditions 
report effect sizes between σ = 0.20 and σ = 1.00 (Cohen, Kulik & Kulik, 
1982; Graesser, D’Mello, & Cade, 2011; VanLehn, 2011).

Researchers have investigated why human tutoring is so effective in 
helping students learn (Cade, Copeland, Person, & D’Mello, 2008; Chi, 
Siler, Yamouchi, Jeong, & Hausmann, 2001; Graesser, D’Mello, & Person, 
2009; Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995). Tutor effectiveness does not 
simply consist of lecturing the student, but rather arises from the tutor’s 
attempts to get the student to construct answers and generate solutions 
to problems. Tutor effectiveness also cannot be attributed to (a) a fine-
grained diagnosis of what the student knows, (b) high shared knowledge 
between the tutor and student, or (c) consistent accurate feedback to the 
student. Why so? Because human tutors have limited abilities to diagnose 
the students’ knowledge, and their shared knowledge is minimal. Instead, 
most human tutors follow a systematic conversational structure that is 
called expectation and misconception-tailored (EMT) dialogue (Graesser et al., 
2008, 2012). That is, human tutors anticipate particular correct answers 
(called expectations) and particular misconceptions when they ask the 
students challenging questions or problems and trace their reasoning. As 
a particular student articulates answers over multiple conversational turns, 
the student’s contributions are compared with the expectations and mis-
conceptions, and the tutor thereby forms an approximate model of what 
the student knows. The tutor gives feedback to the student that depends 
on how well the contributions match the expectations or misconceptions. 
The tutors produce dialogue moves to encourage the students to generate 
content and eventually cover the expectations. Misconceptions are cor-
rected by the tutor when expressed by the students.

Listed below are tutor dialogue moves that frequently occur in the EMT 
dialogues in AutoTutor and in most human tutoring sessions.

•	 Main question or problem: This is a challenging question or prob-
lem that the tutor is trying to help the student answer. It may take 5 
to over 100 conversational turns to answer collaboratively.

•	 Short feedback: The feedback to a student’s contribution is either 
positive (“yes,” “correct,” head nod), negative (“no,” “almost,” head 
shake, long pause, frown), or neutral (“uh-huh,” “OK”).
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•	 Pumps: The tutor gives nondirective pumps (“Anything else?” “Tell 
me more”) to get the student to do the talking or to take some 
action.

•	 Hints: The tutor gives hints to get the students to do the talking or 
take action, but directs the students along some conceptual path. 
The hints vary from generic statements or questions (“What about 
X?” “Why?”) to speech acts that nudge the student toward a particu-
lar answer. Hints promote active student learning within the bound-
aries of relevant material.

•	 Prompts: The tutor asks a very leading question in order to get the 
student to articulate a particular word or phrase. Sometimes stu-
dents say very little, so these prompts are needed to get the student 
to say something specific.

•	 Prompt completions: The tutor expresses the correct completion 
of a prompt.

•	 Assertions: The tutor expresses a fact or state of affairs.

•	 Summaries: The tutor gives a recap of the answer to the main ques-
tion or solution to the problem.

•	 Mini-lectures: The tutor expresses didactic content on a particular 
topic.

•	 Corrections: The tutor corrects an error or misconception of the 
student.

•	 Answers: The tutor answers a question asked by the student.

•	 Off-topic comment: The tutor expresses information unrelated or 
tangentially related to the subject matter.

These dialogue moves differ on the extent to which the student versus 
the tutor supplies the expectation content. For example the tutor supplies 
progressively more of the expectation information as one goes from pump 
to hint to prompt to assertion to summaries. According to the principle 
of active student learning, there should be a greater onus on the student, 
rather than the tutor, in supplying the expectation information. Indeed, 
tutorial dialogues with more knowledgeable students have a higher pro-
portion of tutor pumps and hints, requiring greater student input, rather 
than prompts and assertions that provide more information from the tu-
tor (Jackson & Graesser, 2006).

The EMT dialogue of AutoTutor helps students learn challenging ma-
terial. AutoTutor shows learning gains of approximately 0.80 σ (standard 
deviation units) compared with reading a textbook for an equivalent 
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amount of time (Graesser et al., 2012; Nye et al., 2014). This assessment of 
learning is based on over 20 experiments in the areas of computer literacy 
(Graesser et al., 2004), Newtonian physics (VanLehn et al., 2007), and 
scientific reasoning (Kopp, Britt, Millis, & Graesser, 2012). Approximately 
a dozen measures of learning have been collected in these assessments, 
including multiple-choice questions, essay quality when students attempt 
to answer challenging questions, a cloze task that has students fill in miss-
ing words of texts that articulate explanatory reasoning on the subject 
matter, and performance on problems that require problem-solving. 
AutoTutor is most impressive for increasing learning gains on measures of 
deeper rather than shallow learning. Shallow knowledge and learning in-
clude mastery and memory of simple facts, rules, and procedures. Deeper 
knowledge and learning require generating inferences, integrating infor-
mation, scrutinizing the validity of claims, reasoning, and problem-solv-
ing. It is more difficult for students to achieve deeper learning, so they 
turn to tutors for help.

PEDAGOGICAL AGENTS IN TRIALOGUES

Our contention is that adding a second agent to form a trialogue will have 
pedagogical benefits in the design of tutoring systems with pedagogical 
agents (Graesser, Li, & Forsyth, 2014). Multiple agents have been incor-
porated in many learning environments with agents, such as Betty’s Brain 
(Biswas et al., 2010), Tactical Language and Culture System (Johnson 
& Valente, 2008), iDRIVE (Gholson et al., 2009), iSTART (Jackson & 
McNamara, 2013; McNamara et al., 2006), and Operation ARA (Forsyth 
et al., 2012; Halpern et al., 2012; Millis et al., 2011).

We have recently explored several designs of trialogues in order to ac-
quire a systematic understanding of how trialogues can be productively 
implemented for particular students, subject matters, and depths of learn-
ing. Listed below are some trialogue designs that researchers have inves-
tigated recently. We start with vicarious learning designs, where learners 
learn by observing others, in this case pedagogical agents:

a. Vicarious learning with human observer: Two agents interact and 
model ideal behavior, answers to questions, or reasoning. The two 
agents can be peers, tutors/experts, or a mixture.

b. Vicarious learning with limited human participation: The same type 
of interaction as Design 1, except that the agents occasionally turn 
to the human and ask a prompt question, with a yes/no or single-
word answer. The prompt questions foster human engagement and 
assessment of human comprehension.
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c. Tutor agent interacting with human and student agent: There is a 
tutorial dialogue with the human, but the student agent periodi-
cally contributes and receives feedback. Negative short feedback 
can be given to the student agent on bad answers (the agent takes 
the heat), whereas similar answers by the human student receive 
neutral feedback.

d. Expert agent staging a competition between the human and a peer 
agent: There is a competitive game (with points scored) between 
the human and peer agent, with the competition guided by the ex-
pert agent.

e. Human teaches/helps a student agent with facilitation from the tu-
tor agent: This is a “teachable agent” design (learning by teaching), 
with the tutor agent rescuing problematic interactions. More ad-
vanced students might particularly benefit from this design.

f. Human interacts with two peer agents that vary in proficiency: The 
peer agents can vary in knowledge and skills. In assessment con-
texts, the computer can track whether the human corrects an incor-
rect contribution by a peer, correctly answers a peer’s question, and 
takes initiative in guiding the exchange.

g. Human interacts with two agents expressing contradictions, argu-
ments, or different views: The discrepancies between agents stim-
ulate cognitive disagreement, confusion, and potentially deeper 
learning.

The vicarious learning designs (1 and 2) are appropriate for students 
with limited knowledge, skills, and actions, as well as training for shallow 
learning rather than deep learning, as discussed earlier. Agent designs 5 
and 7 are appropriate for more capable students and deeper learning. 
The agent designs are also differentially suited to the motivation and emo-
tions of the learner. For example, design 4 is motivating for students by 
virtue of the game competition, design 3 minimizes negative feedback to 
the student, and design 7 elicits confusion (a major predictor of deep 
learning: see D’Mello, Pekrun, Lehman, & Graesser, 2014; Lehman et 
al., 2013). Finally, the trialogue designs allow assessment of the student’s 
proficiency to varying degrees. Design 1 provides no on-line assessment, 
whereas assessment in design 2 is minimal, and that in 3–7 is substantial. 
Performance is assessed by comparing student actions and verbal input 
with the expectations and misconceptions.

Now that we have outlined some trialogue designs, we briefly describe 
three research projects that implement them. We start with Operation 
ARIES/ARA, a serious game that attempts to train students in critical 
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thinking about scientific methodology (Forsyth et al., 2012; Halpern et al., 
2012; Millis et al., 2011). We then turn to some experiments on scientific 
reasoning that address the affective state of the student to facilitate deep-
er learning. Specifically, we attempt to induce cognitive disequilibrium 
and confusion by trialogue design pattern 7. The central question in this 
research is how the disequilibrium and confusion play a role in deeper 
learning. We end with a description of using agent trialogues to help strug-
gling adult readers learn how to read better in our Center for the Study of 
Adult Literacy. The first two examples have proved successful in helping 
students learn, whereas the third awaits future empirical testing.

OPERATION ARIES! AND ARA ON SCIENTIFIC REASONING

The trialogues in this section are based on an instructional game called 
Operation ARIES! (Millis et al., 2011), which had a version commercial-
ized on an experimental basis by Pearson Education as Operation ARA 
(Halpern et al., 2012). ARIES is an acronym for Acquiring Research 
Investigative and Evaluative Skills, whereas ARA is an acronym for 
Acquiring Research Acumen. It takes approximately 20 hours to complete 
ARIES and 10 hours to complete ARA.

The game teaches high school and college students how to critically 
evaluate aspects of scientific investigations, such as the need for control 
groups, random assignment, and operational definitions and the differ-
ence between correlation and causation. In the game phases under con-
sideration in this article, the two agents and human student collabora-
tively answer difficult questions based on a text they have read or critique 
case studies of scientific research with respect to scientific methodology. 
Three types of trialogues are implemented in ARIES and launched under 
specific conditions. They are (a) vicarious learning with human participa-
tion (trialogue design 2), (b) tutorial learning (designs 3 or 4), and (c) 
learning through teaching (design 5). The type of trialogue that occurs 
for a particular core concept is based on the level of knowledge exhib-
ited by the player earlier in the game. Low knowledge launches vicarious 
learning trialogues, intermediate knowledge launches tutorial learning, 
and high knowledge launches learning through teaching.

The conversation below illustrates many of the dialogue moves of 
Expectation and Misconception Tailored (EMT) tutoring, but in this 
case there is a trialogue in Operation ARA rather than a dialogue as in 
AutoTutor. The conversation includes examples of many of the tutor’s 
moves in Operation ARA: main question, short feedback (negative, neu-
tral, and positive), correction, pump, prompt, correct prompt completion, 
hint, and summary. Tom is the name of the human student, Dr. Quinn is 
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the teacher agent, and Glass is a peer agent. The information in italics and 
brackets annotates some of the dialogue move categories. Sometimes Glass 
gives incorrect answers, whereas Dr. Quinn has the ground truth. The tria-
logue encourages Tom to fill in information, answer questions, and resolve 
disagreements. Therefore, the human is an active participant (trialogue de-
sign 2) rather than merely a passive vicarious observer (design 1).

Dr. Quinn: Let’s talk about this some more.

Dr. Quinn: In a true experiment, why do you think random assign-
ment is important when placing participants in an experimental 
or control group? [Main question]

Tom: it makes sure everyone has the same chance of being in the 
experiment

Glass: I think so too, Tom.

Glass: Random assignment is important because it makes it so 
that everyone in the same population has an equal chance of be-
ing in the study.

Dr. Quinn: That is incorrect, Glass. [Negative feedback]

Dr. Quinn: You are thinking about random selection. This is 
about random assignment. [Correction] Try saying more about this 
topic. [Pump]

Glass: Okay, so I know that random assignment ensures that the 
control and experimental groups are similar, but I’m not sure 
why. I think this has to do with the fact that the goal of the study 
is to show that an independent variable has an effect on a depen-
dent variable. How is this related? [Peer hint] Tom, can you help 
me understand?

Tom: It makes it so that the variability is spread out

Dr. Quinn: OK. [Neutral feedback]

Dr. Quinn: With random assignment, subjects have an equal 
chance of being in any group, and this makes it so that all of the 
groups should show a fairly similar distribution of differences in 
subject what?[Prompt]

Tom: characteristics

Dr. Quinn: Great! [Positive feedback]

Dr. Quinn: A similar distribution of differences in subject charac-
teristics. [Correct prompt completion]
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Dr. Quinn: Think about this.

Dr. Quinn: In a true experiment, we know that random assign-
ment helps evenly distribute participant characteristics across the 
groups. How does this help us understand the effects of the ma-
nipulation on the outcome of a study? [Hint]

Tom: we know the effect is statistically significant

Glass: No, I don’t think that is correct. [Negative feedback]

Glass: I think that random assignment is important because it 
shows us that the independent variable had the effect on the 
dependent variable rather than the characteristics of the partici-
pants in the study.

Dr. Quinn: In summary, random assignment across experimental 
and control groups . . . . [Summary]

The trialogues in ARIES and ARA have been shown to help students 
learn (Forsyth et al., 2012; Halpern et al., 2012; Millis et al., 2011), but 
we are still exploring what characteristics of the conversational interac-
tion account for the learning. We do know that AutoTutor dialogues and 
trialogues are substantially better than reading texts on the same content 
for an equivalent amount of time (Graesser et al., 2014; Kopp et al., 2012; 
VanLehn et al., 2007). However, we need to better understand the under-
lying mechanisms and the discourse components of ARA that account for 
the learning gains.

As in AutoTutor, ARIES/ARA has an EMT dialogue mechanism in 
which the students’ verbal contributions are compared with expectations 
and misconceptions for an answer. The goal of the trialogue is to help the 
player articulate a specific expectation (sentence) in the exchange, such 
as, “A scientific hypothesis must have a prediction that can be tested.” If 
the student answers it correctly, then the trialogue is finished, and the 
next expectation is considered or the next question is asked. The student 
receives a high performance score of 100% if the student immediately 
articulates the expectation. If the student’s answer is incomplete, then the 
tutor agent gives a hint, such as, “What about testing a hypothesis?” A cor-
rect answer to the hint yields a score of 67%. If the student answer is still 
incomplete, then the tutor agent gives a leading prompt question, such as, 
“What is tested when there is a scientific hypothesis?” with the hope that 
the student fills in the word “prediction” and thereby gets partial credit 
of 33%. If the student is still incorrect, then the peer agent can interject 
and give the correct answer, after which the tutor agent gives positive feed-
back to the peer agent (whereas the human learner receives 0% credit). 
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Instead of giving negative feedback to the incorrect human student, the 
tutor gives positive feedback to the correct peer agent. This promotes 
politeness and avoids face-threatening negative feedback to the human. 
Thus, in addition to optimizing motivation there is a metric of scaling the 
student’s performance during the course of conversational scaffolding.

The trialogues can be designed with additional discourse approaches 
(i.e., tutor discourse moves) to press the envelope of learning, social 
interaction, and rigorous assessment. A few examples illustrate such at-
tempts. After the trialogue covers the expectation through multiple turns, 
an agent can request a summary from the student, e.g., “Could you sum-
marize what a hypothesis is?” From the standpoint of active learning, it 
is better for the student to provide a summary, rather than an agent. An 
agent can request a verification from the student to verify whether a state-
ment is true or false, e.g., “Do hypotheses require a prediction?” At various 
points during the trialogue, an agent can barge in and interrupt the thread 
of exchange between the student and another agent with a question or 
other speech act. In the case of student agent echoing, the agent expresses 
something similar to the student and receives accurate feedback from the 
tutor agent. Another approach to handling uncertainty in what the stu-
dent is saying is for one of the agents to request clarification, e.g., “I don’t 
understand,” “Could you rephrase that?” “Could you be more precise?” 
Indeed, agents are allowed to express that they don’t understand, just as 
people do. There can be a scheme of praising the human and blaming the peer 
student agent. In this fashion, the peer agent gets the brunt of negative at-
tributions, whereas the human student is provided with positive feedback. 
Yet another approach is eliciting cognitive disequilibrium. Cognitive disequi-
librium is planted by manipulating whether or not the tutor agent and 
the student agent contradict each other during the trialogue or express 
claims that are incorrect (D’Mello et al., 2014; Lehman et al., 2013). This 
approach is addressed in the next section.

CONTRADICTIONS, CONFUSION, AND DEEP LEARNING

Humans experience a variety of emotions and affective states during 
learning, particularly when the material is difficult. This has motivated us 
to conduct studies that track the emotions of students during interactions 
with AutoTutor (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012; Graesser & D’Mello, 2012) 
and other intelligent tutoring systems (R. S. Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & 
Graesser, 2010; Forsyth et al., 2013). The common emotions that students 
experience during a learning session of 1–2 hours are boredom, engage-
ment/flow, frustration, confusion, delight, and surprise, in a wide range of 
learning environments. Of these emotions, the emotion that best predicts 
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learning at deeper levels is confusion, a cognitive-affective state associ-
ated with thought and deliberation (Craig, Graesser, Sullins, & Gholson, 
2004; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012; D’Mello et al., 2014; Graesser & D’Mello, 
2012). We have investigated a cognitive disequilibrium framework that in-
tegrates a number of psychological processes: confusion (and other learn-
ing-centered emotions), question-asking (inquiry), deliberative thought, 
and deeper learning. Cognitive disequilibrium is a state that occurs when 
people face obstacles to goals, interruptions, contradictions, incongrui-
ties, anomalies, impasses, uncertainty, and salient contrasts (D’Mello & 
Graesser, 2012; Festinger, 1957; Mandler, 1999; Piaget, 1952). Initially 
the person experiences various emotions when beset with cognitive dis-
equilibrium, most notably confusion and surprise (D’Mello & Graesser, 
2012; D’Mello et al., 2014; Graesser & D’Mello, 2012; Lehman, D’Mello, 
& Graesser, 2012; Lehman et al., 2013). This disequilibrium elicits ques-
tion-asking and other forms of inquiry (Graesser, Lu, Olde, Cooper-Pye, 
& Whitten, 2005; Graesser & McMahen, 1993; Otero & Graesser, 2001), 
such as eye movements, physical exploration of the environment, and so-
cial interaction. The person engages in problem-solving, reasoning, and 
other thoughtful cognitive activities in an attempt to resolve the impasse 
and restore cognitive equilibrium. One consequence is deeper learning.

Trialogues can be designed to manipulate cognitive disequilibrium (see 
trialogue design 7). This is accomplished by having the tutor agent and 
the student agent contradict each other or disagree during the trialogue. 
The ARIES/ARA case studies on potentially flawed research served as the 
materials in a program of research to investigate cognitive disequilibri-
um, confusion, and deep learning with trialogues (D’Mello et al., 2014; 
Lehman et al., 2012, 2013). More specifically, the tutor agent and stu-
dent agent engaged in a short exchange about (a) whether there was a 
flaw in a study and (b) the nature of the flaw if there was a flaw. There 
were four variations in how these trialogues could occur. In the True-True 
control condition, the tutor agent expressed a correct assertion, and the 
student agent agreed with the tutor. In the True-False condition, the tutor 
expressed a correct assertion, but the student agent disagreed by express-
ing an incorrect assertion. The False-True condition was the flip side, with 
the tutor expressing a false assertion, whereas the False-False condition had 
both the tutor and the student agent agreeing on incorrect information.

The central question was whether the contradictions would plant confu-
sion and subsequent reasoning at deeper levels, which in turn would im-
prove learning. We assumed the following approximate sequence of events:

contradiction → cognitive disequilibrium → confusion →
inquiry & deep reasoning → deep learning
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We were uncertain about the timing of the middle three processes, but 
there was some theoretical foundation for this ordering. Additional re-
search is clearly needed to pinpoint the order of processes, the time dura-
tion of the processes, and their causal status.

In order to convey the manipulation of cognitive disequilibrium more 
concretely, Figure 1 presents a screen shot of the tutor and student agents, 
a case study, and the beginning of a trialogue that launches the disagree-
ment. The tutor agent (Dr. Williams) is on the left, the student agent 
(Chris) is on the right, and the human student is Lauren. The case study 
(on the bottom left) describes an experiment that assesses the impact of 
a textbook on learning in a statistics course. There is an issue of the ad-
equacy of the experimental design with respect to participant assignment 
to groups. The disagreement between Chris and Dr. Williams is on the 
bottom right, and Lauren is asked for her opinion about whether there is 
a problem in how participants were assigned to groups.

Figure 1. Screenshot of two agents disagreeing about an experiment

In one measure of confusion, the agents asked the student questions 
after several particular points of agent contradiction in the conversation 
(i.e., agent trialogue design 2). For example, the agents turned to the hu-
man and asked, “Do you think there’s a problem with how the participants 
were put into each group?” The tutor agent (Dr. Williams) states that she 
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believes that the assignment was not problematic, whereas the peer stu-
dent agent (Chris) disagrees and believes that the assignment was flawed. 
The human student (Lauren) is asked to decide which agent is correct. So 
the human is put in cognitive disequilibrium en route to a decision. The 
quality of the responses to these forced-choice questions is presumably a 
signal of confusion. A confused student would be expected to respond 
incorrectly or in a manner inconsistent with previous responses (e.g., os-
cillating between positions posed by the agents). The experience of confu-
sion would then potentially stimulate thinking, reasoning, and learning.

The data indeed confirmed that the contradictions had an impact on 
students’ answers to these forced-choice questions immediately follow-
ing a contradiction. Response correctness showed the following order for 
the four trialogue conditions: True-True > True-False > False-True > False-
False. These findings indicated that learners typically agreed with the 
agents when the agents agreed (True-True, False-False), but were often 
confused when there was a contradiction between the two agents (True-
False, False-True). It was also found that when the agents disagreed, learn-
ers shifted their responses between agreeing with the tutor agent versus 
the student agent more frequently compared to the conditions in which 
the agents agreed. This confusion was predicted to elicit deeper reasoning 
and problem solving, which should be helpful to learning. Interestingly, 
there was also some evidence that disequilibrium and/or confusion 
caused more learning at deeper levels of mastery, as reflected on a trans-
fer test of scientific reasoning. Specifically, experimental conditions with 
agent contradictions often produced higher performance on assessments 
(multiple-choice questions, flaw identification tasks) that tapped deep 
levels of comprehension compared with performance in the True-True 
condition. But this deep learning occurred only if students were confused 
by the contradictions during training. These results are consistent with 
the hypothesis that there may be a causal relationship between cognitive 
disequilibrium and deep learning, with confusion playing a moderating 
role on the effect of the contradictions on learning.

It is illuminating that the False-False condition did not engender much 
uncertainty and confusion. The students pretty much accepted what the 
tutor and student agents expressed when they agreed, even if the claims 
were false. Thus, the perceived power dynamics placed the judgment of 
the two agents above the human’s judgment (in those potential instances 
when the human would have had a different judgment). The results could 
have turned out very differently. Specifically, the claims of the two agents 
could have clashed with the reasoning and belief system of the human. 
Interestingly, this alternative possibility was found to occur with high prior 
knowledge college students who participated in this study, but did not 
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occur overall. This result is compatible with models that predict that it 
takes a large amount of knowledge about a subject matter before students 
can detect what they don’t know (knowledge gaps) (Miyake & Norman, 
1979), false information (Rapp, 2008), and contradictory information (L. 
Baker, 1985). Students need to take a strategic, skeptical, critical stance 
if they are not fortified with sufficient subject-matter knowledge. Thus, 
there is a need for the two agents to directly contradict each other in a 
conversation before the students experience an appreciable amount of 
uncertainty and confusion.

We also suspect that the contradictory statements need to be contiguous 
in time for the contradiction to be detected. The contradiction is likely 
to be missed if one agent makes a claim, and then another agent makes a 
contradictory claim 10 minutes later. This is compatible with research in 
text comprehension that has shown that the contradictory claims must be 
co-present in working memory before they get noticed (L. Baker, 1985), 
unless there is a high amount of world knowledge. It is also compatible 
with the observation that it is difficult for students to integrate informa-
tion from multiple texts and spot contradictions (Rouet, 2006; Wiley et 
al., 2009) unless there is a high amount of world knowledge. The agent 
trialogues can bring these contradictions under focus and thereby finesse 
the cognitive disequilibrium and confusion that lead to deeper learning.

TRIALOGUES FOR IMPROVING ADULT LITERACY

Agent trialogues are currently being developed in computer interven-
tions for the Center for the Study of Adult Literacy (CSAL, http://csal.
gsu.edu/content/homepage). The goal is to help adults with low literacy 
acquire strategies for comprehending text at multiple levels of language 
and discourse. There are several comprehension strategies covered in the 
intervention, including predicting features of text genre, acquiring vocab-
ulary from context, clarifying the explicit text through questioning, elabo-
rating the text through inferences, and identifying text structures. Agents 
with speech are particularly appropriate for this computer intervention 
because these adults have limited reading comprehension abilities.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the interface for trialogues in the CSAL 
project, with a teacher agent (Cristina, top left), a student agent (Jordan, 
top right), and the human who interacts with the agents. The text de-
scribes some guidelines for cashing checks, a very practical text for the 
adult reader. The task is for the adult to make a judgment whether the 
text genre is informational, persuasive, or narrative. The learner is ex-
pected to click on one of the three options at the bottom under the 
printed question (which is also spoken by the teacher agent). There is 
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considerable multimedia in the CSAL trialogues to keep the adult read-
er’s attention. Most of the student input consists of clicking on response 
options and elements in the text because the adult’s writing is even more 
limited than his or her reading. However, in later lessons the learner is 
expected to type in words, phrases, and eventually 1–2 sentences during 
a conversational turn.

Figure 2. Screenshot of conversational agents in a trialogue to help adult 
learners read

Most of the trialogue designs are implemented in the CSAL interven-
tion. The agents guide the human through the experience, model good 
practice and interactions between agents, and give feedback and expla-
nations for correct or incorrect answers. In some lessons there is com-
petition between the human and student agent, and scores are kept in 
the game competition. When considering all of the lessons in CSAL, the 
agents and humans can serve many functions: teacher, helper, collabora-
tor, ideal model, judge, and critic. Assessments of performance can be 
extracted from the trialogue interactions, based on the accuracy of the 
adults’ decisions, clicks on options, and verbal contributions.
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FINAL COMMENTS

This article has illustrated some designs of trialogues that can facilitate 
learning, manipulate emotions, and provide a foundation for assessment. 
Trialogues provide some advantages over dialogues. For example, it would 
not be possible to model social interactions, stage competitions, and ma-
nipulate cognitive disequilibrium without two agents. As expressed in the 
title of this article, two heads may sometimes be better than one.

At this point there still needs to be more systematic research on the condi-
tions in which particular trialogue designs are effective in facilitating learn-
ing. For example, there are few studies that support the contention that 
vicarious learning (trialogue designs 1 and 2) is best for low-ability students, 
tutoring (trialogue design 3) is best for intermediate-ability students, and 
learning by teaching (trialogue design 5) is best for high-ability students. 
Aside from the gradient of learner abilities, there is the gradient of their 
emotional and motivational states. Additional investigations are needed to 
determine when competition (trialogue design 4) increases or decreases 
engagement, and when cognitive disequilibrium (trialogue design 7) induc-
es frustration and disengagement rather than confusion and deep learning.

Researchers are just beginning to explore trialogues for rigorous assess-
ments of learning and other psychological constructs. Educational Testing 
Service is incorporating trialogues in conversation-based assessments 
for many proficiencies, including virtual-world environments in assess-
ments of English Language Learning (ELL) and science (Zapata-Rivera, 
Jackson, & Katz, 2015). In the area of ELL there can be assessments of 
reading, writing, listening, and speaking in one integrated environment. 
Trialogues may potentially be used to disentangle student aptitudes in 
multiple domains, such as assessing ELL and mathematics at the same 
time. This venture may aid researchers to discover whether a potential 
deficit in ELL has implications for low scores in mathematics when quan-
titative skills may not actually be the issue. This is quite a different world 
than the decades of assessment in the past.
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